
IPFS Quarterly Report Guidance 
 

 
 

Reminder Overview: 

 All documents (quarterly report forms and Coalition/Collaboration Council and 
Subcommittee meeting minutes) need to be in PDF before being uploaded into 
IowaGrants.gov. 

 Do not use proper names of people or businesses in the report (names of schools are fine 
to include).  Instead, note titles or types of businesses.  Project staff are fine to include. 

 Spell out all acronyms that may be used in your county.   

 Provide answers in each section of the report during each quarter (with the exception of 
the Year End Reporting questions). 

 Make sure to include enough information to show progress.  Generally, a one sentence 
description is not enough.  If you discuss completing Compliance Checks, include 
information about the results.  If you provide focus groups or surveys in the report, 
include a summary of the results.  If you discuss concerns, write about what your county 
is doing to address them. 

 Include information that you cannot document in the Community Check Box like 
capacity building with the coalition, meetings with the Capacity Coach, other important 
information that is not connected with the Action Plan. 

 For each Action Step, report on the progress. It should be reflective of the work that has 
been happening.  

 
Section A 
 
Implementation Section: 

 List the title of EACH strategy your county is funded to implement and provide at least a 
short paragraph of service provided during the quarter to show progress.  You should 
summarize the services provided during the quarter in the report even though this 
information may already be entered in the Community Check Box.   

 Be sure to provide a specific description of how fidelity is being conducted for each of 
your strategies. Report on who, what, when, where and how fidelity is being 
implemented. 

 
Cultural Competency Section: 

 Discuss how you are fulfilling the CLAS Standards in the implementation of the 
strategies.  



 Specify the subpopulation(s) experiencing the behavioral health disparity that you 
specified in your strategic plan. 

o Discuss how you are working/serving the disparate population you identified in 
your strategic plan. 

o How many did individuals in this population identified did you “plan” to serve? 
o How many individuals in the disparate population have you served directly and 

indirectly? 
o Are there any data gaps related to the disparate population that you serve? 
o What steps are you taking to monitor that the disparate populations are being 

reached? 
 
Successes and Challenges: 

 At least one success and one challenge should be noted in the report each quarter. 
 
 
 
Minutes: 
IDPH reviews minutes from the Coalition/Collaboration Council and subcommittee  meetings.  
Per agency contract requirements, either the Coalition/Collaboration Council or an IPFS 
subcommittee needs to meet at least once a month during the life of the project.  Minutes from 
each of these meetings need to be uploaded into the “Completed Reports” folder of 
IowaGrants.gov on a quarterly basis. 
 
When uploading minutes to IowaGrants.gov, use the same title for all 
Coalition/Collaboration/Subcommittee meeting minute documents with only the month/year 
changed.  The title of each minutes’ document should include the name of the Coalition/r 
Collaboration Council/Subcommittee (do not use an acronym) with only the month and year 
changing.  This will help IDPH staff find the documents in IowaGrants. 
 
Minutes need to include: 

 Spell out Iowa Partnerships for Success within the body of the minutes the first time it is 
use. 

 Those members in attendance and the sectors they represent  

 A review of what was discussed during the meeting, including IPFS progress and 
member’s participation.  Meetings should not consist of just reporting out on IPFS 
progress to the members. Each Coalition/Collaboration Council meeting should reflect 
the participation that attendees had during the meeting in relation to the IPFS project. 
Action steps or any follow-up should be included. 

 


